


DESIGN

Our instruments are designed for 
optimal balance, feel, comfort and 
responsiveness to deliver a seamless 
connection between the hand and 
the surgical site.

• Easy to re-process Our 
instruments are designed 
to simplify re-processing.

• Clinical performance Our hand-held 
instruments are modular allowing you 
to build cost effective instrument trays 
whilst maximising patient safety and 
clinical performance.

SAFETY & RELIABILITY

The craftsmanship and 
the quality of materials we 
select combine to deliver 
high performance, electro-
safe instruments that 
deliver unrivalled durability, 
longevity and reliability.
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Durable Our light-weight 
Ceramatip® electrodes 
feature a hardened durable 
crystalline ceramic tip.

Safety Overlapping  
electro-safe cable 
connection.

DIATHERMY - MONOPOLAR

Eisner™ Monopolar Electrodes are 
uncompromising on patient and 
clinician safety.

Diathermy - Monopolar
Eisner™ Electrodes are uncompromising on patient and 
clinician safety. Every instrument we make must meet 
our own exacting standards which far exceed Australian 
standards. Our 300-100 series electrodes are made from 
a hard coat PPSU polymer and come with an Electro-Safe 
grip & plug on their distal end. 

Our light-weight Ceramatip® ‘L’-Hook and Spatula feature 
a hardened durable crystalline-ceramic tip, a stop-roll 
handle moulding, quality hard PEEK shaft insulation and 
an overlapping electro-safe cable connection.

Electrodes DESCRIPTION RE-ORDER 
33cm

RE-ORDER 
45cm

FEATURES MIN QTY

Spatula 
Electrode

300-100-131 300-101-131 Strong Curved 
Spade

1

J-Hook 
Electrode

300-100-132 — Smooth 
L-Hook Tip

1

L-Hook 
Electrode

300-100-133 300-101-133 Premium Contoured 
L-Hook

1

Button 
Electrode

300-100-134 — Smooth Cylindrical 
Contour

1

Cables DESCRIPTION RE-ORDER 
3m

RE-ORDER 
5m

FEATURES MIN QTY

3m & 5m  
Monopolar 
Diathermy 
Cable

700-360-031 700-360-051 4mm Round Plug 
Valleylab Compatible

1

Electrodes Ceramatip® DESCRIPTION RE-ORDER 
34cm

RE-ORDER 
45cm

FEATURES MIN QTY

Ceramatip® 
L-Hook 
Electrode with 
Ceramic Tip

300-163-420 300-163-620 Standard 
L-Hook Design

1

Ceramatip® 
Spatula 
Electrode with 
Ceramic Tip

300-163-430 300-163-630 Long Slender 
Curved Spade

1
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SUPPORT

With Eisner™ you don’t 
get a call centre, just 
a dedicated team of 
specialists ready to tailor 
your Eisner™ experience.

Experience the difference
Book an obligation free trial
Our team can organise an obligation free, 
trial assessment of your instruments so you 
can see and feel the difference before you buy.

Trade-in / replacement 
program
Manage your tray upgrades
If you are considering decommissioning an 
instrument our trade-in/replacement service will 
assist you to address one off replacements or the 
gradual upgrade of instrument sets. We accept 
Eisner™ and non-Eisner™ instruments.

Care
Optimise Your Tray Performance
When you choose Eisner™ products our team are 
available to provide free comprehensive in-service 
training, support and tray assessments to guide 
servicing and repair.
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Warranty | Eisner™ offers a 12 month warranty against manufacturing defect on all metal components of the equipment. Damage and / or breakages caused 
by improper use or abuse of the equipment are not covered by warranty. Normal wear and tear is not covered. Warranty is null and void where components are 
mixed with non-Eisner™ instruments. 
Service & Repairs | Instruments returned to us for repair/replacement will be assessed and a written quotation provided for you to make a decision on further 
action. In most cases for instruments beyond repair we can offer a trade-in replacement. Eisner™ keeps factory original spare parts in stock. All repairs should 
be returned to Eisner™ for repair in order to preserve the integrity of your instruments. 
Recommended Lifespan of Instruments | Whilst Eisner™ laparoscopic instruments will function for many years, we recommend replacement prior to any obvious 
signs of wear and stress which could lead to an issue during surgery. We recommend a lifespan of 3 years on our handles and inserts and suggest that after 
that time, they are traded in on a new component. Insulated Tubes: By virtue of the fact that insulated tubes will be replaced once the insulation is damaged or 
compromised in any way, it is not envisioned that the lifespan of a sheath will be beyond 12 months. Instruments should be taken out of circulation immediately 
if it is found that identifying labelling is no longer visible. 

Enhance your 
every move
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